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middle-income earners over the coming years.
Drawing upon her economic analysis, Wood
observed:
“The tax plan will cost the budget around $25
billion a year in forgone revenue once fully
implemented. But this is only a partial return of
bracket creep: most people will still be paying a
higher average tax rate than they are today.”
Wood also noted the limitations of the 2018
Budget in achieving substantive tax reform in
Australia. Advocating that more needs to be done,
Wood argued that real tax reform would involve
taxing resource rents more heavily and broadening
the GST, along with offering income tax cuts and
increasing welfare payments.
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The 2018 Women in Economics National Press
Club Budget Address was held on 25 May to a
packed room of more than 200 guests, and
broadcast live across the nation on ABC.
Leading Australian women in economics, Danielle
Wood, Lynne Pezzullo and Dr Janine Dixon
addressed the nation on key issues emerging from
the 2018 Federal Budget. The panel discussed key
issues relating to budget sustainability, the merits
of the Government's proposed changes to
personal and company tax rates, expenditure
pressures relating to health and aged care, and the
funding structures needed to meet future demand.
National WEN Chair and Director of Budget Policy
at the Grattan Institute, Danielle Wood
commented on the credibility and impact of the
Government’s proposed seven-year tax plan.
Wood discussed the issue of bracket creep in
sustaining budget revenue growth, and how the
Treasurer’s tax plan would continue to impact on
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Senior Research Fellow at the Centre of Policy
Studies at Victoria University, Dr Janine Dixon,
focused on the merits of the Government’s
proposed changes to company tax rates.
Drawing upon the results of her general
equilibrium economic modelling, Dr Dixon
explained how a lower company tax rate would
result in lost tax revenue from foreign investors,
ultimately detracting from national income:
“Over time, some, but not all, of this loss to the
nation will be offset by higher wages. But we’ll
never catch up. National income will remain
permanently lower.”
Dr Dixon also presented a gender analysis on the
effects of company tax cuts by accounting for
gender patterns in industry of employment: “If the
company tax cuts are implemented, industries that
are important employers of women will offer fewer
employment opportunities. This is particularly bad
news for women working in low-paid occupations.”

Lynne Pezzullo, who leads Deloitte Access
Economics’ Health and Social Policy group,
focused on the budget’s health and aged care
expenditure, remarking upon the lack of clarity
surrounding the adequacy and sustainability of
Australia’s future aged care needs.
Pezzullo advocated for a provisioning vehicle, like
the Healthy Ageing Savings Accounts, as a means
of achieving adequate funding and relieving the
pressure placed on the aged pension financing
forecasts.
Pezzullo also emphasised that the quality of care
must not be overlooked: “There is a need to adopt
more of a value-based care approach in many
areas, so that incentives favour the delivery of
health outcomes, rather than just volumes of
variable quality services.”
WEN thanks Equity Economics and the National
Press Club of Australia for their support for the
Women in Economics National Budget Address.
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